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Online ReVieval Systems -- Users Survey from Texas

INTRODUCTION

. Questionnaires we're mailed on Septeinber 1,31981, to the

libraries at 160 Texas colleges and universities to poll thdir

useiif the following three commercial bibliographic database

retrieval systems: BM. (Bibliographic.RetAeval Services, Inc.),

DIALOG (DIALOG Information Services, Inc., of the Lockheed

Corporation), and ORBIT Information Retrieval System (of System

iDeveloPment Corporation). Although thexe are other important

online systems available to libraties, 1 such as those offervd by
L\

* ,1NLM, New York Times, ISI, I.P. Sharp, Dow-Jones, Pergamon, and

Mead Data Central, this author feels that BRS, DIALOG, and ORBIT

are still the most attractive systems to.libraries because of the
r4 %

variety pf subject areas covered by the many databases on each

of tyese gystems.

The National Library of Medicine (NLM) provides direct

access to its databases. NLM's prima6 database, MEDLINE, has

also been-available through BRS since 1976 and is now available

through DIALOG.

.ORBIT may soon make MEDLINE available, t6o. However, thiS-

authoi rdcognizes that most medical libraries use NIIM extensively.

The vai.iety of,gubject-area databa,es available,through BRS,

DIALOG, and ORBIT, however, place these systenth in a class of

heir own. At this time, BRS.offers about 40 databases, DIALOG

offers abOut la, and_ORBIT offerp about 80 *databases. This is

4.
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a time/Of rapid growth and hea74thy competition betWeen these

(2)

systems. And, many colleges and universities that do not have
.

I.

online.infOrmation retrieval services in their libraries are

now seriously considering starLng such a service,.and are
. .

forced to make decisions regarding which system(s) to use to

best serve the needs of their clientele. Studies such as this
/

sur-Niey will hopefully provide usefill information t9 those

decision-makers who are considEgring.online srvices in their

libraries.

The 160 Schools polled are those listed in the Yearbook of
-

Higher Education 19610=811 for Texas. These are public' and pri- .

. .

vate universities and colleges, including 2-year cdmmunity and
-..)

junior colleges, 4-year colleges, 4-year and graduate colleges

and universities, and graduate and professional schools. The

s
4

schools ;fary fromplarge.universities to community collbges to

; medical schools, technical institutes, and theological seminaries..
. -

Table / illustrates, the general types of schools polled.,
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IYearbook of Higher Education 1980-81. (Chicago: Marquis
Who's Who, Inc., 1980) pp. 517-548.
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Academic
type

2-year

4-year

4-year and
graduate

Table I .

Types of Schools Polled

Publit Private

6,0 4

. 6 30

28*

(3)

Totals

64

36

14 42

Graduate/_
Professional.. 7 11 18

public: 101 private: 59 160 TOTAL

(* Two of the schools in this category are
upper-division and graduate only)

Of the 160 schools polled, 134 (or 83.3%) ressonded. Table II

illustrates the responding s6hools.

Table II

Types of Schoolsp,esponding

/Academic
gt.

type Public

2-year 52

4-year

Private Totals

4 56

22 26

4-year And
' 'graduate . 21 14 35

-Graduate/
Professional 7 10 17

public: 84 private: 50

5

134 TOTAL
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PURPOSE.

Many collqge and university iibraries are considering offer-
.

ing online search services to their clientele: Administrators'

,at these institutions may benefit frolit knowing which sysiagms are
-

proferred by the online librarians in schools already utilizing

such online systems. This sUivey,attempts to determine where we

stand now in Texas colleges and universities with regara to

'use of the three primary bibliographic retrieval systems avail-

able in the U.S. Many factors are invqlved in choosing an

online database system to use. Does the onllhe system offer

the databases that are likely to be in demand for the academic

dekartments served? Is the online systeth economical to search?

Are there special features or characteristics about the system

-that make it- especially suitabl:Z;'177tt'the
needs of the library's

patrons? Factors such as.the number of years online'of a par-.

ticular database, numbers of houA each day that the system

is up, dnd the ability to uSe certain codes When searching a

,partiqular database may all be taken intO account when deciding

wh'ith system to use. Since neithei. BRS, DIALUG, nor ORBIT .
A \require subscription fees, man'y.libraries prefer to.establish

access to more than one system.' Vqhen two or three systems. ,

are available to use, whith system is used the most, and why?

Answers to these qiiestions may benefit those admillistrators

and librarians Who are beginning online searching..

METgoDOLOGY

,This survey is concerned wi4h three questions: (1) What

6
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types and how many schools offer online searching in Texas?

(2) Of BRS, DIALOG, and ORBIT, which is used the-most? (3) What

is the primarY reason online searchers use each of these systems?

Each online searcher in ean)college and university library

was requested to fill out a questionnaire. There are three

parts to the questionnaire. First, the searcher was asked to

indicate the online systems to which his library has access..

Next, for each of the three systems to which he has access,

the searcher was,asked to indicate the single, most important

reason he uses that system. Txample A gives the wording on

the questionnaire.

EXAMPLE A

I search (BRS or DIALOG or ORBIT) primarily because (choose
only one): A

a. Economical - It is the least expens. e system
to use.

b. -Database exclusivity - It is the only system
to which I have access that offers

. the database(s) Ipneed to searCh.

c. , System features - It offers more search features
or techniques that improve or
facilitate the search.

d. Familiarity with the system I have had more
training or experience with this
system.

e. Other reasia (specify) -

Comments on'your answe'r:

#Thq third part of the questionnaire attempts to determine

the.approximate quantity of searching done on each system, in



an'effort to 'weigh' the importance of the answers of each

respondent. Example B provides' the warding on the questionnaire.

EXAMPLB B

% In this survey, a SEARCH is defined as: each time a data-

base is searbhed.for ah individual. _On an average, how-many
4

searches do you do per month on each system?

I do searches)per month on (BRS) or (DIALOG) or

(ORBM. '(

RESULT'S

A. What types of schools offer online searching on BRS,
DIALOG, or ORBIT?

The availability of online services in a college library

may be a determining,factor of the qu'ality of service provided
4

for the institution's students, faculty,.and staff. A dis-

tinction was made in the survey between publicly supported

and privately supported colleges and universities tb determine

whether public schools or private schools of higher education

provided online services more often. i-

'59 private colleges and universities were polled, and 51

resrionded. Of these, only 7 (or 13.7%) offer online searching.

101 public colleges and universities were polled, and 83

responded. 'Of the 83,-25 (or 30%) offer online searching.

The significant difference in the percentages of public and

private schools offering online searching is further exemplified

by the fact that most of the 2-year colleges respondpkg are

puldelic schools.

8
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ThereforeTstudents and,faculty at.publIc institutions of higher

education in Texas are more likely to have the benefits of online

services.in their libraries than are those in private colleges and

univeZsities in Texas.
-/

2-year colleges are expected to offer online services less often

than 4-year and graduate colleges sl.nce their rsearch needs, and

library collections, are uqually less extensive. Only 6 (or 11%)
-

bf the 2-yeac colleges that. responded offer online services. These

are all public colleges: One uses BRS exclusively, 3 use DIALOG

eieclusively, and 2 use both BRS and DIALOG.

Of the 26 4-yeal- schools, without.graduate programs, only 1
'W.

(or 3%). dffers an online search ervice in the library.

However, of-the 35 responding universities that do have graduate

schools, there are 20 cor 57%) that offer online services in their

libraries. This represents a tremendous difference between the

_availability of online services at-4-year colleges and at universities

that also have.graduate school's. The research needs of graduate

students and faculty may explain this discrepancy.

5 (or'29%) of the 17 graduate or professional schools responding

offer online services. Many of the schools i.n this category are

theological seminaraes4 and research via BRS,4DIALOG, and ORBIT may

not be of great utility to.them. Consequentlthe percentage of ,

graduate and professional schools having online services is less than

-the percentage for full-Universities, which have a variety of graduate
,

programs.
. ,

Altogether, there were 134 responding schools in the survdy.

Only 32 (or 24%) of these schools reported access to BRS, DIALOG,

or ORBIT, Table III exhibits the types of schools offering access.

. 9
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to one or more of the thee, slistems.

Table III

Texas Colleges and-Universities Accessing

B190%., DIALOG, or ORBIT

,

Type of % Schools 'Responding
School Number SChools in this category

2-ye
,

ar 6 11%

;

4-year 1 3%

4-year and 20 57%'
graduate

- Graduate/
,Professional

5 29%

.

Total: 32 Schools Total: 24% of Total Schools

Therefore, only about 1/4 of all colleges and universities in

Texas now offer online services through BRS, DIALOG, or ORBIT.

B. Of BRS, DIALOG, and'ORBIT, which'is used the most j.n Texas
colleges and universities?

32.colleges and universities reported access to BRS, DIALOG,

or ORBIT in their libraries. DIALOG is used by 31 of these schools;.

BRS is used by 20 of these schools; and, ORBIT is used by 16 of these

schools. However, only 8 schools reported using.DIALdG exclusively,

and.only 1 school uses BRS exclusiviely. No schools reported using

ORBIT exclusively.

There ate many reasons for a library to have accesd to more than

,one online system. Each systeril 6ffers s6C42atabases that are not

' offered by any Of the other systems. Also, should one systed be down,

,*

, 10 ,
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another-system may be used as a back-up. Additionalycosts far

searchiAg and printing vaiy considerably between systems.
\g

Of the 32 schools reportin4 access to BRS, DIAtOG,,,or ORBIT,
,,

23 (or 72%) indibated use of more than one,of the systems. Table IV

ilaustrates the numbers of schools utilizinTmore than pme systet.

.Table IV

Numbers Of Schools Accessing
More Than One System. -

Systems Used No. SchOo;ls eporting
% Using

Mu4ipie Systems

BRS, DIALOG, and ORBIT 12 52%

BRS and DIALOG '- 7 30%

DIALOG and OR8IT 4
. 18%

BRS and ORBIT o

16 (or 70%) of the schools accessing Mare than.one;system are

universities Ily_th graduate programs.

./ .
C. What'is the primary reason each system is searched?

The first part Of the questionnai4e indicated whetherlor not the

respondents' libraries have access to BRS, tlIALOG,,or ORBIT. If the

respondent revealed that his library acdegsed none or only one of

these systems, he was requested to stop at that pbint, and return

-the questionnaire-to the purveyor. Those libraries accessing only.
-

one system were not asked to respond to he-rest of the;-questionnaire,

Althou4h their input may have contributed to the value o'f the survey.

It is difticult to asPess the methods -and reasons 1 library ,dhooses

to use one sys'tem over the others, tut the decision to 'do s:6 may be

fs.
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entirely 'in the hands'of Administrators in many. institutions,-and

not decided by experienced online searchers. If only one syqtem

is' Available to use in a librry, then ob/puslylthere ii no

individual Choice by the online searchers of which system they might

use. .Consequently, the reasons one-system is searched rather than

olher systems,was asked only to those online searchers who have a

choice between.2 or 3 syttems to use.
:3

. For each library ieporting-acdAs to at least 2 of the systems,

every oniine searcher in :that library was asked tO indicate the

primarp,reAson he or she'searched BRS, DIAtOG, or 0i2BIT (see Example

- A). In order to determine the relative importance,of the rpsponses,

each online 'sea&her was then asked the'Aumber of seArches performéa
--)

each monthc.pn the' systems they use (see Example B).

4 ')Ther9,7yeré 38 respondenIts from the 12 schools having access to

fl
.

MIS, DIALOG,) ana ORBIT. Thei-e weie 13 respondents from the 7 schools
-)

having access-to'BRS andrDIALag, but not ORBIT. -And, there were ld
% .

"

-respondentS from the 4 schOols having access to DIALOG and ORBITe
-

bqt.'not BR S'. 4

colvaring BRS .ind DIALOG

useable questionnaires Were received frdm online Iibi.arians

haying access to'both' BRS and DfALOG. 28 of the librarians (br 58%)

reported,searching 'DIALOG the most, and 20'(or 42%.) 'reported Searching
. .

BRS the most. DIALOG,A.s searched primarily because of 'Familiarity '
,

with the System.' .BRS is searched primarily because of,'EcoAomical:

.'.;-reatons.



Romparing DIALOG and ORBIT

10 respondents reported access to both DIALOG and ORBIT, but
I.

tot BRS. All search DIArOG more than.ORBIT. Again, the primary

reason given for searching DI LOG is 'Familiarity with the System.'

`7

It must be' noted, howeverX that several of the respondents in

this survey commehted that it wak difficult to choose the one primary

reason they,searched on a particul r system. Some typical examples

of comments on each system are as follows:
-

BRS

---"I prefer it to DIALOG because of system features as well
as its being more economical."

---"Students can better afford searches on BRS."

- --"I find the system easier to use."

- 7-"Printouts are mUchmore economical than on.DIALOG."

---"Standardization df field labels and commands acrass
databases are features'I particularly find helpfur."

DIALOG

- --"It was the first systemon which I was trained."

- --"More hours &line..."

---"Entire MEDLINE', AgriCOla, Biosis, and Chem4.cal Abstracts
files are searchable online."

--74"Some features such as EXPAND make DIALOG easier to search
Psych or ERIC when you have a complex topic."

- --"the most sophisticated'and flexible system."

---q6reat documentation, good support from company, really
responsive to our needs."

t
3
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PRBIT

.---"They have SRort Database and a few others onl'y on
SDC, This is the mOdt expensive system so I never

7
,it,for,databases offered'on DIALOG or BPS."

- --"I was nevr trained on this system."

use

--"Hate ORBIT software, love their printouts, documentation
is a)oke."

The primary reasons tor searching 'each system are'summarized
A

below.

(1) Of those respondent's who search DIALOG more than BRS or

ORBIT, their primary, reasons given are:

a. Familiarity with.the System---- 59% of the respondents

b. System Fea,tures 22% of the respondents
..

c. Database Exclusivity 16% 'of,the respondents
_

t d..Economisal. 3% of the respondents

. , L.
(2) Of those respondents who search BRS more than D ALOG or'

ORBIT, their primary reasons given are:

a. Economical

b. Systems Features

c. Familiarity with the System

d. Database Exclusivity

60% of the respondents

30% of the respondents

10% of the respondents

0 of the respondents

(3) ORBIT is not searched more than BRS or DIALOG in Texas

colleges and'universities. Of.the 48 online searchers reporting

accesdto ORBIT, only 21 report ever utilizing,it within a month's

time (usually one search per month). .When it is used, the primary

r:easons given are :Database Exclusivity' (19 searchers, 91%); and

'System Features' (2 searchers, 9%).
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Conclusions

This survey attempts to answer 3 qUestions: What types pf

-colleges and universities offer online-searching on BRS, DIAL0q,

or ORBITJin their libraries? Which systems are used the most?

And,. Why are those systems used?

Clearly, public universities with graduate schools are the

Most likely institutions of higher education to offer online

retrieval services in.their libraries. 57% of the responding

univerSities with graduate schools.utilize BRS, DIALOG, and/or

ORBIT. The fact that 11% of the responding 2-year colleges offer

online services is significant, since many full universities

do not offer online services.

DIALOG is used more than BRS)or ORBIT. The primary reason

given for this is 'Pamilierity with the Systhm.' One reason

for this ,may be because DIALOG is the oldest and largest commercial
1

Izendor of.databases; and therefore more librarians have had the

opportunity to be trained 'on the system and accumulate sxperience

using the system.

BRS is used less frequently than DIALOG, and more often than

ORBIT in Texas collegbs and universities. The primary reason cited

for its use is 'Economical.' For some, the .edonomy of using BRS

outweighs the possible benefits of using DIALOG or ORBIT.

ORBIT offers several unique databases which may be used more

extensively in libraries serving businesses and technological firms

than in libraries in colleges and universities. However, its vq.ue

shctuld not be underestimated as a major force in the online industry.

1 5
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16 colleges and universities.in Texas reported having access to,
,

ORBIT, even though it was not utilized by searqhers at all of
,

those institutions.

It is hoped that this analysis of the' use of BRS, DIALOG,

and ORBIT in Texas Colleges and universities will benefit those

considering access to pne or more of these systems.
,
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